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The foundation of this special report is based upon one main
premise, which is…

To study other successful businesses OUTSIDE of

real estate and apply what they’re doing INSIDE real

estate.

Please take a minute and read this sentence again – it’s critically
important.

This is easier said than done because we have a tendency to look
inside our industry and copy what we see. When you first get into
real estate, you look for agents who appear to be successful and
you copy them – right? I did it! Hell, every new agent has done it,
too.

The problem with this approach is zero innovation happens in your
business. To make more money, sell more homes and dominate
your market, you need to be innovative. You need to stand out by
doing something different.

A great example of finding something successful outside your
industry and applying to your industry would be fractional jet
ownership. This style of ownership wasn’t invented by companies
selling smaller jets. They simply copied it from the real estate
timeshare industry and applied to it to jet sales.

Several years ago, I copied something I saw outside of real estate
and used it in my real estate business, and it had a dramatic impact
on my business. I was participating in several memberships and
coaching programs designed to help me improve my business. Each
month, I paid a membership fee for access to information. This fee
was charged directly to my credit card.

It was obvious how powerful this recurring monthly income was to
the businesses offering these memberships and coaching programs.
My goal was to do something similar in my real estate sales
business.

My plan was to create a club of real estate investors and charge
members a fee to participate. Each month, we would provide
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special expert interviews, a lengthy detailed newsletter with
investing tips and strategies, special classes and more. I launched
my membership in November of 2004 and had over 100 paying
members by the end of 2005. When I sold my business in 2007, we
had well over 400 members paying $29.95 a month.

This membership provided over $12,000 a month of recurring
income and doubled our home sales annually.

Some people have called me a genius for what I did. But in reality,
any agent could have done the same thing simply by copying what
they saw outside of real estate.

I’ve included this little story to show you the power of what’s
possible when you look outside of the real estate industry instead of
inside the real estate industry. The topic of this special report is
Advanced Online Marketing strategies, and to be innovative with
online marketing, we must look outside of the real estate industry.

So where do you go to find innovative online marketing strategies
that you can apply to your business?

Internet Marketers

Internet marketers make their living online by selling information
products. They live and die by their websites and follow-up
marketing.

Internet marketers are constantly testing new strategies. More
importantly, they’re tracking their results. This tracking allows them
to see what works and what doesn’t work. It’s very powerful.

By copying internet marketers, you leverage their testing, tracking
and knowledge of online marketing. And when I say copy, I don’t
mean to copy their copyrighted or trademarked material. I
mean to copy their process for selling. Their process for selling
online can be very, very valuable to your business.

Here are just a few things Internet Marketers track in their online
marketing:
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1. Every advertisement they run and how well it drives
traffic to their website.

2. The conversion percentage of every web page they
have online. (The number of people visiting a web
page vs. the number of people who fill in their
contact information)

3. Which email subject lines work the best?

4. What time of day is best to send emails to get them
opened?

5. How many people watch videos they post vs. how many
take action after watching the videos.

Do you track these things in your online marketing?

Probably not.

The good news is you can leverage their testing and tracking by
copying their online sales process in your business.

Let’s start by studying a website used by an awesome internet
marketer. I’ve included a screen shot of the site for you below. As
you can see, the marketer was promoting a free matrix for
mastering social media.

In order to get the free matrix offered, a prospect has to type their
email address into the box on the top right-hand side. Take a look
at the web page below:
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Here are a few things for you to pay attention to about this web
page:

1. Does this web page offer multiple items or just one
item?

2. Does this web page ask for the prospect’s full contact
information, including name, address, email and phone
number?
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3. Would a prospect have to scroll down to see the place
to type their email address to get the free social media
matrix?

How does this webpage from a great internet marketer compare to
your website? Really think about this because it’s a very important
question.

This example website was designed to capture as many “targeted”
email addresses as possible. “Targeted” meaning – prospects
interested in using social media to help their businesses. In other
words, this website was designed to convert as many prospects
visiting the site into leads, which could be marketed to in the
future.

Branding or image-building wasn’t even considered.

Most real estate agents have websites that are the complete
opposite. Instead of being focused on conversion, their websites are
focused on offering free content or to build an image/brand. This is
a very costly marketing mistake because you get fewer leads from
your marketing efforts.

You don’t get paid to give away free information.

Let’s compare this Internet Marketer’s website to a typical real
estate agent’s website and note the differences. To find a website
for this report, I Googled “Florida Real Estate” and clicked on one of
the Google Adwords advertisements. Here’s one of the websites I
found:
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As you can see, this is a very nice website, and I’m sure the a
has invested a lot of time and money into its design. I’m also
that prospects love it because they can get all kinds of great
information about homes available in Vero Beach.

The BIG problem is this website is its not capturing any leads.
agent is paying to buy traffic from Google Adwords and not
capturing the visitors’ contact information. This is like buying
stock with no price, because you’re investing money into
advertising with zero return on investment.

I can also bet this agent isn’t tracking any statistics on their
website. This is evident because they’re not trying to capture
person’s contact information. You need to know how many pe
gent
sure
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come to your site, and more importantly, how many people fill in
their contact information so you can market to them in the future.

If 100 people come to your website today, how many give you their
contact information? 0, 5, 15, 30, 40, 60 or 70? On average, I
would estimate that fewer than 15 people out of a hundred enter
their contact information on your website.

What would happen in your business if you increased this to
40 out of 100?

Let’s get back to this agent’s website…

To dig further, I clicked on the “Vero Beach Virtual Tours” link,
which is the first link offered in the center of the page. Here’s where
I was taken:

This page doesn’t capture the prospect’s information either. This
website might be great for clients already signed to exclusive
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representation agreements, but it’s horrible for marketing.

Also notice all of the different items offered throughout the website:

Vero Beach Map
Vero Beach Rentals
Vero Beach Golf Homes
Vero Beach Foreclosures
Vero Beach Commercial
Calculators
Vero Beach Wiki
Vero This and Vero That…

This is all too distracting for the person visiting the website. The
website you use for your marketing should keep the prospect
focused on what you want them to do – give you their name and
email address.

Numerous tests have shown that when you give a buyer too many
choices, they don’t buy. These tests were performed at grocery
stores by featuring a special table near the check out line. One test
included 20 different product choices. The testers measured the
number of products sold and then compared it to a test with only 3
product choices. The table with only 3 product choices had a
significantly higher number of sales because the choices were
limited.

You’ve probably experienced this working with buyers. The more
homes you show, the harder it is for them to make a decision. Only
show 4 to 6 homes during a showing! Never, ever do a marathon
showing of dozens of properties, because you won’t sell a home.
The same holds for your website.

The less you offer on your website, the higher your
conversion will be. The more you offer on your website, the
lower your conversion will be.

You can’t expect a visitor to browse through everything on your
site. It won’t happen. Distracted visitors will leave your website
very quickly. You’ll be able to see this if you track statistics on your
site.
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The best websites for marketing follow these guidelines:

1. Only one page with no scrolling. Don’t expect a
visitor to scroll down.

2. No border on the left or right hand side offering
links to other pages.

3. Something free is offered in exchange for the
person’s contact information.

4. Only the name and email address are requested in
this stage of the marketing process.

5. The box for the person to type in their name and
email address is typically on the upper right-hand
side and is very easy to find.

6. Every website includes a compelling headline
offering a specific benefit to the targeted
prospect.

7. Engaging photos or video are used to capture the
prospect’s attention.

If your site is similar to the agent’s in this report, you might be a
little unhappy right now because you’ve spent a lot of time and
money on your website. Most companies selling websites to real
estate agents sell websites that real estate agents want, not
websites engineered for conversion. This should be very evident
when you try to track lead conversion on your site. When I had a
one-stop website like the agents’ included in this report, I couldn’t
track my numbers. Tracking is very easy to add to your site and it’s
not included because the typical websites sold to agents don’t
convert very well. They look pretty, but they’re horrible for lead-
capture and lead-conversion.

As I began to study Internet Marketers more, I realized I needed a
different solution to increase my lead flow and improve my online
conversions. I found a little program that I’ve been using for several
years, one which allows me to do everything above in minutes.
After successfully testing this software with several different
websites created in minutes, I quickly canceled my $200-a-month
traditional real estate website!

Here’s a sample website I created using this software:
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I created this website using
http://www.UnlimitedSqueezePages.com

This little one-page website includes a compelling headline and a
free offer to get the visitor to submit their name and email address.
The website is designed so the visitor doesn’t have to scroll down.
I’ve only asked the person’s name and email address and not their
full contact information with phone number.

More importantly, I’m only offering one thing on this page. There
are no links to calculators, buyer’s information, maps, area info or
anything else. All distractions for the visitor have been completely
eliminated.

Do you think my conversion will be higher with this website when
compared to the traditional agent’s website? Here’s another website
I created using UnlimitedSqueezePages.com:

Note the photo used on
this website. I’ll show
you where to find
attention-getting,
pre-tested photos later
on this report!

http://www.unlimitedsqueezepages.com/
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This website follows the exact same setup as the one above. I’m
offering my book for free on one page without any distractions.

Here’s a snapshot from my UnlimitedSqueezePages.com control
panel for this website:

You can see that 7,195 people have visited this page. Of those
visiting, 4,525 people have entered their name and email address.
This means that 63% of those visiting the page have submitted
their contact information. How many more homes would you sell
throughout the year, if 63 visitors out of 100 gave you their name
and email address? This is a very high conversion rate and has been
included to show you what’s possible when you look outside the real
estate industry.

The rule of thumb for you to follow would be to create a simple,
one-page website following the rules above for every offer you use
to generate leads for your business. If you offer a free list of luxury
homes, set up a one-page website for this offer. Or, if you offer free
information on commercial properties in your area, create a
separate one-page website for this, too. This way, prospects
interested in your specific offer do not get distracted, and
you’ll see a dramatic increase in the number of leads you
generate.
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This might sound like a lot of work, but it’s not too hard with
UnlimitedSqueezePages.com. Here’s a screen shot of the admin
panel inside the program so you can see how easy it is:

Simply go down the list selecting their various templates, and you’ll
have a website created before you know it. Click on the “Publish
Your Page” link and you’ll have links to your simple, one-page
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website!

Once your first website is set up, you can simply copy (or clone)
this website and use it as the start for your second website. We
could improve the online marketing results for the agent above by
creating simple, one-page websites for each offer on their website.
This would include separate one-page sites for the following:

Free Vero Beach MLS Search
Free List of Vero Beach Rentals
Free List of Vero Beach Golf Homes
Free List of Vero Beach Short Sales
Free List of Vero Beach Foreclosures
Free Vero Beach Virtual Tours
Free List of Vero Beach Commercial Properties

The first website could be cloned 6 times in minutes for these
additional free offers. The agent would immediately begin receiving
a significant number of new leads without spending another penny
on marketing.

Once these little websites are set up, they run on auto-pilot. You
can even have the leads captured automatically imported into your
database management system. I’ve recorded a video highlighting
exactly how you can automatically import leads and you can watch
this video on a special page on my blog:

http://www.RenegadeMillionaireBlog.com/import.html

SIDE NOTE:UnlimitedSqueezePages.com is $39 a month and
includes a special $1.00 trial offer. You can test this program for a
month and see how easy it is to use.

http://www.renegademillionaireblog.com/import.html
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Online Lead Conversion

Now that we’ve increased the number of leads generated from our
online marketing, let’s start working on lead conversion.
Remember, we cannot copy other real estate agents’ online lead
conversion, because it’s not happening. To make large strides in our
businesses, we must look outside of the real estate industry.

And to do this, we need to go back to the marketing process
Internet Marketers use for their lead conversion.

One of the best tools available for online lead conversion is
your “Thank You Page.”

When someone goes to your website and submits their name and
email address, you control what they see next. The page you direct
visitors to after submitting their information is your “Thank You
Page.”

You can use your “Thank You Page” to offer something the prospect
might want, which will lead them closer to becoming one of your
clients. This special offer is considered an up-sell offer, and it works
very well.

An example of an up-sell offer outside of real estate might be the
fast food industry. Go to McDonalds and order a Quarter Pounder.
Pay attention to see if the person at the register offers you the
“value meal,” including fries and a soft drink. This is an up-sell, and
you’d be surprised at the percentage of people who say “yes” to the
up-sell offer.

Internet Marketers figured out how to do this online using “Thank
You Pages.” The good news is you can do the same thing in your
online marketing, and you’ll start the automatic lead-conversion
process!

Consider the following process as an example:
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Notice the up-sell offer presented on the “Thank You Page” is
something the prospect would more than likely be interested in
attending. Here’s another example for sellers:

The reason your “Thank You Page” is so valuable is because you
have the prospect’s attention at that particular point in time. Once
the prospect leaves your website and is off doing something else, it
becomes significantly more difficult to capture their attention again.

* Your emails get caught in their spam filter

* They’re too busy to open and read your emails

* You can’t reach them via phone because they’re not answering

In marketing, you have to strike while the iron is hot, and the iron
is the hottest right after they’ve given you their contact information
in response to one of your free offers.

I used to think the “Thank You Page” was to be used to deliver the

OFFER
Simple, One-Page

Website Offering a Free
List of Vero Beach Golf

Homes

THANK YOU PAGE
Special opportunity to

attend a tour this
weekend of 4 of the

nicest golf homes on the
market

OFFER
Simple, One-Page

Website Offering a Free
Report on How to Sell

Your Home in 48 Hours
in a Down Market List

of Vero Beach Golf

THANK YOU PAGE
Special opportunity to
attend a class where

sellers can learn how to
properly prepare and
stage their homes for

maximum buyer appeal
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free item requested. If a buyer requested a free list of golf course
homes, I would give them their free list of golf homes on the
“Thank You Page.” This was a very costly mistake, and I’ve left
hundreds of thousands of dollars on the table.

The good news is most real estate agents do not “see” this massive
thank you page opportunity. In fact, I obviously use thank you page
up-sells in my marketing, and I’ll usually get negative comments
from real estate agents saying that I’m trying to sell something to
them when they request something free.

They completely miss the marketing lesson.

We are in business to sell, not give away free information. It’s
important that you have the right mind-set. I’m wiling to give you
something for free, but I’m going to get a little commercial
delivered in the process. You should do the same with your
marketing.

These online marketing strategies work very well with new
prospects and should help you generate and convert more leads
online, but what can you do with your existing leads to sell more
homes?

Good question!

You can use free giveaways to convert existing prospects into
clients!

Let’s assume you have a database of 500 people. How can use the
online marketing strategies detailed in this report to your
advantage?

Simply offer something for free to your existing database
and use your thank you page to present a special up-sell
offer.

I recently used this free giveaway strategy in my marketing. I set
up a simple, one-page website offering a free book on goal-setting.
Here’s the website I created:
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Does this page look familiar? It should, because I simply copied my
Free Renegade Book website in my UnlimitedSqueezePages.com
account.

I offered the book for free via email. To get the free goal book, you
had to enter your name and email address. Instead of using a
“Thank You Page” with a download of the book, I took people to an
up-sell “Thank You Page” offering 4 of my products for just $1.00 if
they tried my Renegade Reports membership for 30 days. The
download link for the actual book and worksheets was emailed to
the email address they used on the website.

Here’s a partial screen shot of the thank you page I used in this
marketing campaign:
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You can see how this entire process works live by playing prospect
and going to http://www.FreeGoalBook.com. As you do, pay
attention to the marketing process used. You’ll be able to see…

Telling visitor to
check their email for
the free item requested

This continued with a
short letter highlighting
each program offered

http://www.freegoalbook.com/
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The goal is to drive as many people as possible to your
“Thank You Page” up-sell offer!

You can and should use this marketing strategy in your business,
too.

Print out a few reports about your local real estate market from
your MLS. In our MLS, we can generate reports about home sales,
days on market, price changes from year to year and more. I could
simply offer this “Market Insight” report for free to my database and
then use an up-sell offer on my thank you page. The up-sell offer
should be something leading to some face-to-face contact. Ideas
might be:

1. Free class or workshop

2. Free tour of homes

3. Free home staging analysis

4. Free home value analysis

If you offered something free using this approach and 10% of the
people requesting it signed up for the up-sell offered on your thank
you page, you could systematically convert more of your leads into
clients.

100 people requesting the free item would = 10 sign-ups
200 people requesting the free item would = 20 sign-ups
300 people requesting the free item would = 30 sign-ups

Think about how powerful this could be for you throughout the
year. If you offered something for free to your database once a
month and promoted a free home evaluation on your thank you
page, you could easily generate 120 to 360 listing appointments
throughout the year.

While you’re at it, you might have your lender, insurance agent and
other professionals you work with send an email offering your free
item to their databases, too! When their clients request your free
item, they would be taken to the same thank you page up-sell offer.
Free lead generation and conversion – all at the same time. Could it
get any better?

It’s all about leveraging what works!
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All you have to do is look for great things to give away for free. This
shouldn’t be too hard because as real estate agents we have a
tendency to give everything away for free anyhow! Why not include
a little commercial on your “thank you page” in the process?

And for those of you, who might think this “thank-you page” up-sell
idea isn’t professional, take a second to observe other businesses
that give away free content. Go to a few news websites and see if
they market to you while giving you their free content. As an
example, I recently wrote an article on my blog highlighting a great
video from the Today Show with financial expert Ron Insana, and I
suggested using this video in your marketing because he specifically
said now was the best time to buy a home. To view this video on
the Today Show’s website, you have to watch a short commercial
first. This is the same thing with your thank you page. Your thank
you page is a little commercial the prospect has to watch to get the
free item you offered.

For your up-sell offer on your “thank you page” I recommend
something that requires some form of physical contact because we
are now focused on lead conversion. In the ideas above, you’ll
notice that each idea required the prospect to meet you in some
fashion. A few of the ideas require a one-on-one appointment like
the free home evaluation. While others give the prospect the
opportunity to meet you in a group format, which is less pressure.

You’ll have to test a few different offers on your thank you pages to
see what gives you the best response. The free class or the free
home tour ideas may lead to higher sign-ups when compared to a
free home evaluation.

Don’t make the mistake of offering more free information on your
thank you page. Free information is offered to capture the
prospect’s contact information and to move them to your up-sell
offer. It’s imperative for you to start moving prospects closer to
becoming your client at this stage of your marketing by offering
something requiring a meeting with you of some fashion.

In my Ultimate Foreclosure Boom program
(UltimateForeclosureBoom.com), I have included this approach with
several different one-page websites. In addition, I’ve also included

http://www.ultimateforeclosureboom.com/
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several different up-sell thank you page templates. These up-sell
thank you pages include:

1. A sales letter designed to get the prospect apply to become
one of your clients.

2. A special offer to attend an upcoming Foreclosure Home Tour.

3. An opportunity to register for an upcoming Free Foreclosure
Home Buying Secrets class.

Each item offered on the thank you page requires a meeting with
the agent. This is very powerful, and you’re missing the boat if
you’re not following this approach in your business.

And yes this was a little commercial for my program! I definitely
practice what I preach.
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Increase Online Conversions with Pre-Tested Marketing

Since this report’s topic is “Advanced Online Marketing Strategies,”
I’ll have to show you a great way to increase your online
conversions even further. You’re going to love what I’m going to
teach you! You can use what I’m about to show you in two ways:

1. In your email marketing to get more people in your
database to open your emails! Let’s face it; you’ll never
sell a home to someone unless they’re paying attention to
you. Getting them to open your emails is an important
part of this process.

2. Increase your simple, one-page website conversions by
using powerful, attention-getting photos.

The key to this strategy is actually using “pre-tested” marketing,
and one of the best places to find a lot of pre-tested content is
Digg.com. Digg.com is a great website for marketers because
people rank articles and blog posts they like the best. You can use
Digg.com as a massive research tool to see what people like.

Below I’ve included a snapshot of the highest-rated articles I found
in a previous Digg.com search. Please note that when you search
Digg.com, you’ll probably have different findings because the site
changes constantly! I actually searched for the most popular
articles for the last 30 days, and I performed this specific search
many months ago:
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On the left-hand side, notice how many “diggs” each article
received. The higher-rated articles are subjects and topics that
people are interested in reading about. The reason these articles
have so many “diggs” is because the headline or photo captured
attention.
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You can use the titles of these popular articles as your email
subject line to dramatically increase your email open rates.

In Digg.com, you can search the most popular by day, week, month
or year. You’ll have to be creative in turning these headlines into
opportunities for your business, but they are proven winners.

It is much better to start a marketing piece with a proven
headline/subject line because you’re stacking the odds of success in
your favor. One of my best-pulling emails included the subject line:

Home for sale includes wife

I found this email subject line in Digg.com. The actual title of the
article in Digg.com was “Home for sale includes hot wife.” I simply
removed the word “hot”.

Below, I’ve included a snapshot of my Digg search where I found
this email subject line. I searched the key words “real estate” and
selected “Most Dugg.”
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Here it is! Note the high
number of comments.
This is a sign that this
article was read by a
large number of people.
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Here’s how you can turn this pre-tested winner into a powerful
email for your business:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Subject: Home for sale includes wife…

Dear Firstname,

A recent ABC News story highlighted real estate agent Deven Traboscias’s effort to
auction off her Florida home and herself. The auction was marketed on eBay and
Craigslist and attracted a great deal of attention. In fact, her story has traveled
throughout the Internet and has received a great deal of publicity.

This story represents a great opportunity for home buyers and investors. “Why?” you
might ask.

This story shows how motivated some home sellers are to sell their homes. Today’s
tough real estate market has brought many incredible deals on beautiful homes.

Unfortunately, this special auction has ended, but there are many great deals
available for you right now. You can learn about these deals by attending a special
foreclosure home tour. During this tour, you can walk through 4 of the best
foreclosure deals on the market.

This foreclosure tour will be held on ________________ at _________. You can
register to attend right now at

INSERT LINK TO YOUR SIMPLE, ONE-PAGE WEBSITE

After registering to attend this special foreclosure tour, you’ll receive details about
each home, our schedule and the starting point for our tour!

Sincerely,

YOUR NAME
YOUR COMPANY NAME

P.S. To register to attend this special foreclosure home tour, go to: INSERT
LINK TO YOUR SIMPLE, ONE-PAGE WEBSITE

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Did you see how I used a popular headline from Digg to create an
email promoting a free foreclosure home tour? You could send this
email to your database and have people register to attend your
foreclosure home tour. Notice that the offer includes a face-to-face
meeting, which means you would be moving the prospect closer to
becoming your client!
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You could even use this subject line as a headline for a print
advertisement, too. It’s all about leveraging what works best.

Find a popular article title at Digg.com and turn it into a subject line
for one of your email campaigns. In most cases, you’ll have to twist
the story a little bit like I did above to make it work. Be creative!

Now, let’s move on to using Digg.com to find pre-tested photos in
your marketing!

You can easily sort through photos to find ones that have been
rated highly. Below is a screen shot from Digg.com on the search
term “Real estate photo” to show you what I mean:

Select “Most Dugg” as your
sort option

See this picture with 181 Diggs? The title is How NOT to sell
your house by yourself [PHOTO]
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Here is the picture from this Digg finding:

There’s a lot for you to consider from just this one example. The
first lesson is that you can find pre-tested photos by searching for
pictures with higher ratings in Digg. These higher-rated photos
could be used in your marketing. This one example could be used in
multiple ways in your business. Here are a few ideas:

1 You could use it as a funny/entertaining story in your
monthly hard-copy newsletter.

2. You could use it as an article on your blog, if you
blog.

3. You could use the headline of the article and the
picture in a marketing campaign to your database.

Here’s an example of how you can use this headline and article as a
marketing tool for your business. Let’s assume that you want to
generate new listings and your strategy to do this is to offer a free
class on how to sell a home in a down real estate market to your
database.

Here’s an email that you might send:
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Subject line: How NOT to Sell a House Yourself (funny picture)

First name,

WARNING: If you’re easily offended, please don’t bother reading this email. Simply
delete this email and go on with your day. Otherwise, you might get a kick out of this
funny “For Sale” sign:

The sign reads “House for Sale by Owner Because My Neighbor’s an Ass$@!!” My
question is what buyer is going to buy this house after reading this sign?

As a real estate agent, I absolutely love this sign. You wouldn’t believe all of the stories
I’ve heard about why people want to sell. This one wins the prize!

Your neighbor’s probably not as bad as this person, but maybe you’ve been thinking
about selling your home. If so, you might be interested in attending a special class I’ll be
teaching on Thursday ________ at 6 p.m. titled “How to Sell Your Home in a Down Real
Estate Market.”

In this class, you’ll learn how to…

- Stage your home so that it shows well
- Sell your home quickly by making it more appealing to a home buyer.
- Eliminate the competition from other sellers.
- And a lot more…

There is no charge to attend. You can register for this class by visiting:
INSERT SIMPLE, ONE-PAGE WEBSITE LINK

Best,
Your Name
Your Company Name

P.S. Seating is limited for this special class. Seat reservations will be given on a first-
come, first served basis. To reserve your seat before it’s too late, visit: WEBSITE
FOR CLASS
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Notice I used (funny picture) in the subject line! I know this is an
edgy marketing campaign. Who cares? Have some fun with your
business. The good news is you’ll know in advance that this email
will capture attention because it was rated highly on Digg.com.

Another way to use these highly rated photos from Digg.com would
be to test them on your simple, one-page websites. You’d be
surprised at how the number of people opting-in at your website
changes when you use powerful photos. Simply by using pre-tested
photos, you might increase your website’s conversion to by 20% to
30%.

You can easily test and track different photos with
UnlimitedSqueezePages.com.

In the one-page website example above for sellers, I used a picture
of a for sale sign with several price reductions. I found this picture
on Digg.com, and it’s a proven winner!

Well, you now have access to some powerful advanced online
marketing strategies for your business. The only question remaining
is: Will you use what I’ve shared with you to generate more leads
and sell more homes?

The strategies I’ve included for you in this report are simple and do
not require a lot of money to implement. More importantly, they
provide synergy for your business and help you automatically
convert leads into clients.

I wish you the best in your business!

Rob Minton

P.S. Remember to constantly look outside of real estate for
ideas you can use inside real estate.

P.S.S. This report contains affiliate links that may provide
compensation to Minton Publishing, Inc. should you make a
purchase.

http://www.unlimitedsqueezepages.com/

